Ryan eExtract® Version 3.0 for Oracle

Ryan eExtract® Version 3.0 for Oracle is a fresh update to Ryan’s long-standing data extraction technology platform. Ryan eExtract® has been in use since 2008 and has been deployed to extract datasets for clients in multiple industries. This platform provides customizable queries to report master and transactional data along with other information from the standard table structures in Oracle’s e-Business 11i and R12 releases. The newly updated application is intuitive and easy to navigate. It can be launched from most operating systems found in the business environment.

Ryan eExtract® Version 3.0 provides several key benefits to its users including:

- Extracts a reconcilable dataset to support tax reviews and audits.
- Requires no software installation and can be executed outside of the Oracle application.
- Retrieves general ledger journal information and specific detailed transactional information from sub-ledgers such as payables, purchasing, and inventory.
- Completes data extractions en masse based on the Sets of Books and Accounting Periods available in the system.
- Provides higher visibility into details of each individual transaction by incorporating more details at the line-item level.

Features for Enhanced User Experience

- Configuration Details are maintained in the application.
- Integration with the Ryan Client Data Portal (CDP) – Users can enter their upload credentials, and files will automatically upload to the CDP.
- Tracks the completion and upload history of each query executed in the application.
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